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How to Select Objects not in Sequence and Resequence together 
 

Below is set of Squares drawn in four different colours, 20 

Squares in total.  If the Design is sent to the machine it will 

stitch out in the order in the re sequence bar as shown. This 

involves too many colour changes, 20 in total and would 

involve a lot of time for you and your machine. 

Before you do anything, make sure your objects are 

UNGROUPED, this is important.  

 

Go to the bottom Left colour bar, Right Click on the Yellow 

box and then choose “Select by colour”. For this exercise 

just go with the order in the bottom 

Left colour bar as shown here, Yellow, 

Green, Gold, Pink as this will make 

understanding easier. 

 

Once you have done this, all the parts the colour Yellow, in this case two 

Squares will be selected. Now GROUP either Control G on the keyboard or Right 

Click the Selected parts and GROUP. 

Now you can select and hold the GROUPED selection in the 

Resequence bar with your mouse and drag upwards. As 

you do this the two colours will become one. Drag them to 

the top or the chosen position and release. 

Same again, this time you choose a colour and follow the 

same process as above and Group. 
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Start to drag upwards and position next to the Yellow (Or your first chosen 

Colour). Continue until all your separated colours become one so instead of 20 

different colour changes for your machine, you now only have 4! 

As you drag upwards you will see the final colour will 

Resequence for you as it cannot do anything else. The design 

is ready to go, SEND to your machine.  

You must remember Select by colour, Group and move. Drag 

upwards into position and release. 

The End result should be as shown here.  

 

 

Now you can experiment with the Alignment Tools on the top Tool Bar.  

Change colours if you like and even start again. Remember objects may on 

occasion come into your page as GROUPED so if required UNGROUP, then you 

can work with Objects and colours 

 


